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ABSTRACT
This paper presents a series of social media analytic methods with
geographical context which are useful for understanding public
discourse in different cities regarding social and political issues
through content analysis and social network analysis. Moreover,
this study shows that geographical context should be considered
in understanding social media discussion in different cities by us-
ing a case study, the 2017 tax bill issue in the US. While previous
studies mainly focused on examining non-spatial aspects in online
discourse, this study attempts to explain how geographical contexts
play a role in shaping the discourse in cyberspace. We found out
that point mutual information (PMI) analysis and retweet social
network analysis are two effective methods to compare public dis-
course among different cities. The results of this study indicate that
topics and the information diffusion networks regarding the issue
reflect the characteristics of each city.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing → Visualization application
domains; • Social andprofessional topics→Geographic char-
acteristics.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Social network service (SNS) has changed the role of ordinary peo-
ple in communication regarding social and political issues and the
landscape of politics. SNS is crucial for understanding political
discourse because of its openness to the public and its role as a
communication channel for politicians. Traditional media provides
information with a specific social, political, and cultural context
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and audience to define social problems [21]. However, discussion
about a certain issue on a SNS enables ordinary people to be ac-
tively involved and speak out rather than limiting participation
to traditional political actors [16, 17, 23, 25]. Particularly, Twitter
has changed the way that political conversations happen in the
US. President Donald Trump tweets about a broad range of topics,
including his plans, policies and discussions with other politicians.
Additionally, politicians harness this medium for communication
with their constituents and to build popularity with voters [15]. For
example, representative Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez from New York,
who was elected to Congress in 2018, was asked by congressional
leadership to teach how to effectively use Twitter to communicate
with people [30]. The seminar’s existence is an obvious sign of
the growing importance of Twitter in politics. Moreover, Twitter
enables uncommon bipartisan communication; the liberal represen-
tative Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez and republican senator Ted Cruz,
who are considered polar opposites politically, decided to collabo-
rate on a bill regarding access to birth control. This collaboration of
Democrat and Republican was seen on Twitter. The existence of di-
verse actors on Twitter supports its importance to modern politics.
Not only are individuals who are actively involved in politics on
this platform, but also activists, journalists, and community mem-
bers, bringing diverse actors into a place where diverse groups can
present their ideas and interact each other. However, at the same
time, given that people often shape their perspectives based on the
information they are receiving, it is important to know where the
information comes from.
This study aims to understand general discourse, concerns and
specific local interest regarding a political issue. In addition, we
aim to examine how information diffuses on social media and who
contributes and forms this discourse in geographical contexts. This
paper presents a series of social media analytic methods with geo-
graphical context which are useful for understanding public opinion
regarding social and political issues through contents analysis and
social network analysis. Moreover, this study shows why geograph-
ical context should be considered in understanding discussion in
different cities by using a case study: the 2017 tax bill issue in
the US. While previous studies mainly focused on examining non-
spatial aspects in online discourse, this study attempts to explain
how geographical contexts play a role in shaping the discourse
in cyberspace. Therefore, the key research questions of this study
were whether people in different cities react similarly or differently
towards the same issue and how geographical contexts affect pub-
lic discourse in cyberspace. The remainder of this paper consists
as follows: the second section reviews previous studies and the
third section provides the context of the case study and the data
description. The fourth section is concerned with the methodology
used for this study and the results of analysis on the case study are
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presented in the fifth section. Finally, the conclusion gives a brief
summary and discusses future works.

2 RELATED STUDIES
2.1 Social media and public discourse
Social media data, which reflects the dynamic relationship of hu-
man activities, shows diverse aspects of urban dynamics. Social
media data contains a broad range of topics from daily events to
current social issues. Therefore, in the past decade, there has been
an increasing amount of academic work done on the role of social
media in political issues and social movements. As a medium of
communication, diverse SNSs have been studied as either a public
sphere where diverse political opinions and thoughts are discussed
or an echo chamber where the network of the same orientation
and the same thoughts are reinforced [2, 9, 22, 29]. In particular,
Twitter has achieved particular significance as a venue of political
communication [9]. Previous studies have proven social media’s
role as a venue for discussion about racial and political issues and
organization of social movements. Anti-vaccine debates [27, 31], or-
ganizing social movements such as the Arab Spring [7, 13], the Gezi
Park movement [35], and #Black Lives Matter (BLM) movement
[1, 11, 14, 17, 25] have all received considerable attention on Twitter.
In addition, hashtag analysis allows researchers to track how these
social movements started and evolved overtime in online. Thus,
Twitter has been shown to be an area for political conversation in
the realm of social media.

2.2 Information diffusion
From the perspective of social networks, a body of research has
focused on how information diffuses on social media. In terms of
information diffusion, Cox [11] addresses the implication of social
media as a source of information by using the BLM case. Given
that people shape and formulate their perspectives and opinions
based on the information they receive from various sources, it is
important to consider where information comes from. Social media
is more open to the public compared to traditional media sources.
Therefore, it is easily accessible. Moreover, it is a source of informa-
tion since users are not only sharing content but also participating
in the process of creating and changing it [11]. Several studies have
explored which aspects of content affect the diffusion of informa-
tion. Keib et al. [17] found that the importance of content and the
use of sentiment in tweets affects the chance of the tweet being
retweeted in BLM’s case. Ogan and Varol [24] used social network
analysis with content analysis to investigate how information was
disseminated, how people communicated with others, and what
the role of users was during during the Gezi movement in Turkey.
The networks in cyberspace connect people who share common
interests and build online communities. Twitter’s user-follower re-
lations connect users shaping more open networks, allowing users
to access most of the content available on Twitter. Twitter does not
require reciprocal networks. Therefore, identifying ‘Who follows
whom’ can show the relationships between users or characteris-
tics of certain groups of people, such as their political orientation.
Moreover, in terms of information diffusion through social media,
Twitter’s unique functions, such as retweets and mentions, shape
communication networks allowing scholars to track conversations

between users or the information diffusion in the networks. The
practice of mentioning and retweeting are both ways of dissemi-
nating information and participating in a diffuse conversation [4].
Although the meaning and intention of retweeting practices can
vary, it can be interpreted as an implicit endorsement of the original
tweet or showing interest in the content. Therefore, when a user
retweets other users’ tweets, social network analysis can determine
the beliefs of the retweeting user based on their retweets and replies
[4, 6, 17]. Many studies reveal homophily and political orientation
on social media by analyzing its networks [9, 10, 12]. Colleoni et al.
[9] analyzed users’ follower networks and political content to in-
vestigate political homophily between Democrats and Republicans
on Twitter. Tsou and Yang [33] compared the Twitter followers of
two candidates during the 2012 US presidential election by using
social network analysis. The result shows that supporters of each
candidate form different following patterns.

3 CONTEXT OF THE STUDY AND DATA
3.1 Case study: 2017 Tax Bill
2017 tax bill refers to ‘Tax Cuts and Jobs Act (TCJA)’, which was
proposed by congressional Republicans and the Trump adminis-
tration in 2017. It was signed into law on December 22, 2017. The
House of Representatives and the Senate passed the budget reso-
lution on October 26, 2017. Then the House approved its version
on November 16, 2017. The Senate narrowly passed the final bill in
51-48 vote on December 20, 2017, which shows that it was a con-
troversial bill. In addition, since it was expected to make significant
changes to individual income taxes and the estate tax, this issue
was more complex than is seen in regular political partisanship
between Democrats and Republicans. Therefore, this controversial
issue was discussed actively on social media until President Trump
signed the bill.

3.2 Data Collection and processing
We collected Twitter data with the Twitter search API using mul-
tiple related keywords such as ‘tax’, ‘taxes’, ‘taxreform’, ‘taxplan’,
‘taxcutandjobsact’, ‘taxscam’, and ‘paytaxes’. To collect data, we se-
lected 16 cities from the US and set a city centroid point and radius
covering most urban areas. Data is collected from November 8, 2017
to December 19, 2017 which covered a week before the date when
the House passed the bill and a few weeks after when the Senate
passed the bill. The datasets used in this study were preprocessed
through two main processes: geocoding and removing automati-
cally generated tweets. First, we geocoded data by exploiting GPS
coordinates, listed places that were either city-scale or smaller, and
user profiles’ location information that matched with the name
of the city. When text information in the user profile’s ‘location’
field of a tweet matches with the name of the city, we assigned
the centroid of the city into the tweet. If the field has multiple city
names, only the last city name was parsed and geocoded. The ratio
of geocoded tweets varied by city but an average of 55.03% of tweets
were geocoded; the lowest ratio was 36.19% inWashington D.C. and
the highest ratio was 69.61% in Denver. We observed that larger
cities such as Los Angeles, New York, and Washington D.C. tend
to have less geocodable tweets (less than 50%). After geocoding
tweets, we excluded tweets that were generated from outside of
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the city boundaries. We collected tweets by setting centroids and
radii because previous research recommends geo-filtering tweets by
using the same boundaries that were used for collecting them, since
this method can still include global geo-tagged tweets [34]. Second,
non-human generated tweets were excluded by using the ‘source’
field in Twitter metadata. Many Twitter client platforms provide
automatic posting functions. Those functions were designed to
post identical tweets automatically and are commonly used by
commercial companies, trolls, and bots. We excluded automatically
generated tweets that can distort the result of the analysis. Only
tweets generated through valid devices or desktop platforms such
as ‘Twitter for iPhone’, ‘Twitter for Android’, and ‘Twitter for Web
Client’ were used in this study. This source-filter method has been
used by other researchers [18, 34]. About an average of 9.13% of
tweets (max 24.15% and min 3.23%) were removed from each city af-
ter this process. Finally, a total of 746,429 tweets, including 205,049
of retweets and 541,340 of the original tweets excluding retweets,
were analyzed in this study.

4 SOCIAL MEDIA ANALYTIC METHODS
WITH GEOGRAPHIC CONTEXT

4.1 Content analysis
4.1.1 Topic modeling. Topic modeling is a probability model cate-
gorizing documents by analyzing words’ frequencies and detecting
word clusters based on probabilistic distribution of words. Each
topic is associated with a list of keywords and the meaning of top-
ics can be interpreted based on these words. Over the last several
years, topic modeling techniques such as Latent Dirichlet Alloca-
tion (LDA) have been applied to detect hidden linguistic patterns
that cluster certain topics and their types from text [18, 20]. In this
study, the LDA model is generated by using the R package, lda.
First, we preprocessed text by removing stop words and suffixes,
and stemming. And then we created a dictionary and corpus. This
is a step to creating a matrix. Our research generated LDA models
for each city during the same period of time and compare them
with geographical context. These results are highlighted in the later
section.

4.1.2 Point Mutual Information(PMI). To find local topics which
received more attention from certain cities, we used Point Mutual
Information(PMI) analysis. PMI is a measure of word association
that shows which words are used more often in a given condition
than in the overall data. Therefore, although default word clouds
display major topics based on word frequency, word clouds based
on PMI scores can reveal insights that are not revealed in the de-
fault word clouds generated by word frequency. This method was
introduced by Church and Hanks [8] and has been one of the most
widely used methods to measure word co-occurrence [26]. If PMI
value is larger than 0, it indicates that words are associated each
other. Equation 1 shows the calculation of PMI, where P(X ) and
P(Y ) represent the probability of each word X and Y. For two words,
X and Y, PMI can be calculated as:

PMI (X ,Y ) = loд
P(X ,Y )

P(X )P(Y )
(1)

Moreover, PMI can also compare words within documents, indi-
cating a word association between a word and a given document.

Because one of the objectives in this study is to measure different
public opinions among different cities, we set our condition as a
given city. Word association in a given city can be calculated as:

PMI (city, total) = log2
Wordcity ∗ Ntotal

Wordtotal ∗ Ncity
(2)

Wordcity represents the uses of the word in the city,Wordtotal
represents the uses of the word throughout the data. Ncity repre-
sents the total number of relevant words in the city and Ntotal
represents the total number of words in the entire sample. The
results of our analysis discussed in the later section indicate that
PMI is an effective tool to compare the public discussions among
different cities.

4.1.3 Sentiment analysis. Sentiment analysis, or opinion mining,
is a method that uses natural language processing (NLP) to identify
or detect emotions or opinions in a given text. By detecting words
that associate with emotion or moods in text, sentiment analysis
can classify whether text is positive, negative, or neutral. For exam-
ple, we can find sentiment toward a brand, a person, or a certain
event. With the popularity of machine learning, sentiment analysis
has been a popular and crucial aspect of social media marketing.
Sentiment analysis, when used in social media marketing, allows a
brand to monitor a person’s responses and gain insights on how
people think about a brand. Moreover, sentiment analysis has been
widely used to investigate how people react to certain issues or
policies. Several social media studies used sentiment analysis to
analyze whether people have a positive or negative response to di-
verse social issues such as vaccination or elections [27, 31]. Textblob
is an NLP python library that provides diverse NLP methods and
is used for sentiment analysis in this study. Textblob returns two
properties, polarity and subjectivity for each text. Polarity score is
within the range from -1.0 to 1.0 where 1.0 is positive and -1.0 is
negative and subjectivity score is within the range from 0.0 to 1.0
where 1.0 is very subjective [19].

4.1.4 Methods Summary. To examine public discourse on social
media with geographical context, we performed content analysis,
including topic modeling, point mutual information (PMI) analysis,
and sentiment analysis. Since each method has its own strength,
methods should be chosen depending on the objective of study and
the characteristics of the cities. To examine the overall discourse
in each city, we tested the three methods with our case study. We
found that topic modeling is useful for discovering topics among
different cities from massive data. However, since it calculates a
probability for each word and classifies them into a group based
on a probability, the calculation can take a long time and may be
difficult for very large datasets. PMI analysis is especially useful
when it comes to finding words that are used more in a specific
condition between cities. For example, it can reveal the unique
keywords between cities or between different points in time. It is a
great tool to demonstrate the locality of cities in public discourse.
However, PMI is sensitive to word frequency and, therefore, it
tends to exaggerate associations when word frequency is low or
the sample size is small. Some keywords that have higher PMI
scores may not be meaningful for comparison between cities since
these keywords only appeared in that specific city. Therefore, we
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chose words that have both higher PMI scores and were also used
in cities besides that of the given condition. In this way, we could
detect words that appeared relatively more in the given city than
the overall dataset. Lastly, sentiment analysis helps to gain insight
of people’s emotion towards individuals and issues. Different cities
can show different patterns in sentiment analysis results. However,
the same keywords in different cities may have different meanings
depending on their geographical context.

4.2 Social network analysis
Social network analysis visualizes and measures relationships and
flows between nodes in networks. In general, each node represents
individual actors and edges, or links, represent a relationship or in-
teractions between nodes. In Twitter, three types of network can be
generated: user-follower networks, mention networks, and retweet
networks. While user-follower networks can show homophily, men-
tion and retweet networks can show information diffusion since
mention and retweet are major functions that disseminate infor-
mation on Twitter. Users can refer to or mention another user by
adding ‘@’ in front of the username (i.e. @username) in the tweet.
In addition, retweet is a function where a user can repost or forward
a message that was posted by another user. Therefore, the practice
of mentioning and retweeting are both methods of disseminating
information and participating in a diffuse conversation [4].
We generated a mention network and retweet network in order
to see how information diffused through the social network. In a
mention and retweet network, each node represents a user and an
edge represents either a mention or retweet. When user A mentions
user B in tweet, the relationship between A to B is shaped and a
retweet network is also shaped in the same way. For the mention
network, retweets were excluded, and original tweets were used for
analysis. The recipient, or the user who is mentioned by another
user, was extracted from ‘text’ by extracting ‘@’ and then network
pairs are constructed. Retweets that start with ‘RT’ were used for
generating the retweet network. The mention and retweet network
of each city was visualized by using the open source social network
analysis software called Gephi to discover how information dissem-
inates and identify broadcasters in these networks. Comparing the
Retweet networks between different cities can help us identify the
key opinion leaders in each city. The mention network can illustrate
various political subgroups and their key leaders (not necessarily
within the same city). However, the mention networks among differ-
ent cities are more similar when comparing their retweet networks.

5 RESULTS
5.1 Analyzing public discourse
In order to detect what was discussed in relation to the 2017 tax
bill issue, LDA was applied to the original tweets. The examples
of topics and keywords of the results are displayed in Table 1. We
generated 10 topics and were able to label topics based on a set of
keywords in each topic. Public discourse regarding this issue mainly
consists of five major topics: Trump, Republican, Roy Moor’s can-
didacy, news about the Tax bill’s approval and expected impacts on
diverse aspects. While Topic 3 includes keywords related to Presi-
dent Trump, topic 8 consists of a set keywords related to Alabama
Senate candidate Roy Moore. Of the 10 topics, 6 involve expected

impacts of the tax bill including cost, economy, middle class, health
care, industry, and students. For example, topic 1 and 2 show sets of
keywords related to economy and topics 5, 6, 7 can be classified as
topics related to industry, students, and middle class, respectively.
Topic 4 represents health care-related words, several Republican
politicians’ Twitter handles, and the word ‘vote’ and ‘dont’. There-
fore, we could assume that some portion of tweets are about asking
Republican politicians to vote or not to vote for the bill. Although
both topic 9 and topic 10 include words indicating the news that the
bill was passed by the House and the Senate, topic 9 includes words
such as ‘taxscam’ that show negative sentiment towards the bill.
The results of LDA revealed public concerns or interests regarding
the tax bill issue. People were concerned about its expected impact
on health care, middle class, industry, and students.
Our next step was conducting PMI analysis to discover whether
there was a difference between cities. Results of PMI analysis show
words that were used more often in each city (see Figure 1).

Figure 1: Examples of PMI results in different cities

For example, in San Diego, words that are related to ‘sdsuwest’ cam-
pus, an issue pertaining to the expansion of San Diego State Uni-
versity, were discussed more and revealed the local issue unique to
the San Diego area. In Washington D.C., a grassroots organization,
FreedomWorks (#ampfw), a political outlet, Bloomberg government
(@bgov), and the mayor ofWashington D.C. (@MayorBowser) were
prominently featured. PMI results from Los Angeles represent anti-
Trump users. While topic modeling discovered major topics in the
overall conversation, PMI could detect words, revealing some local
features that were not captured in the result of topic modeling.
Figure 2 shows the number of original tweets, excluding retweets
and mean polarity values of original tweets, and mention tweets
and mean polarity values with data combined from 16 cities.

Figure 2: Number of tweets and mean polarity (combined 16
cities)
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Table 1: Examples of topics and keywords of the result of LDA

Number Topic Top 20 keywords

1 Cost gop, plan, cut, deficit, trump, republican, econom, analysi, senat, trillion, debt,
economist, add, cbo, american, economi, show, growth, treasuri, biggest

2 Economy corpor, rate, cut, lower, job, make, profit, incom, pay, record, busi, wage, bring,
compani, economi, corp, worker, growth, small, invest

3 Trump realdonaldtrump, trump, return, potus, releas, im, foxnew, money, pay, fuck,
presid, your, shit, payer, dont, hes, lie, dollar, gonna, year

4 Health care vote, senjohnmccain, health, senatorcollin, jeffflak, care, lisamurkowski, senbobcork, senat,
insur, american, million, coverag, constitu, dont, peopl, scam, taxscam, cut, marcorubio

5 Industry ir, citi, sale, properti, intern, busi, lawyer, discuss, state, counti, market,
stock, street, home, chicago, energi, credit, industri, season, wall

6 Student deduct, student, state, credit, hous, privat, school, graduat, grad, incom, child,
educ, jet, colleg, elimin, local, tuition, teacher, properti, mortgag

7 Middle class class, middl, cut, rich, realdonaldtrump, corpor, wealthi, give, poor, gop,
american, medicar, break, social, famili, speakerryan, peopl, billionair, donor, increas

8 Roy Moore moor, trump, sexual, money, peopl, women, net, roy, polit, neutral,
payer, parti, gop, democrat, child, dollar, pay, church, dont, elect

9 Pass the bill (negative) vote, senat, call, taxscam, gop, democrat, action, mcconnel, today, scam,
jone, rep, pass, congress, dem, resist, seat, republican, mitch, taxscambil

10 Pass the bill senat, vote, hous, republican, gop, pass, sen, corker, final, religi, overhaul,
trump, obamacar, mandat, collin, repeal, mccain, rubio, news, committe

Figure 3: Mean polarity values in different cities

Lower mean polarity indicates negative sentiment. The number of
tweets increased in response to the event. For example, we can see
one large spike around November 16 when the House passed the
bill and another spike around December 1 when the Senate passed
the bill. Interestingly, while the number of tweets largely increased,
indicating people responded to these events, mean polarity values
had the opposite result. Mean polarity values went down when
the number of tweets increased. After December 11, the number
of tweets started to increase again and the mean polarity score on
mention tweets largely decreased, indicating people show more
negative feelings on mention tweets. The mention network shows
that Republican senators, media channels, and President Trump
werementioned themost (see Figure 4). Therefore, wemight assume
that sentiment towards those mentioned by users were mostly
negative.
Figure 3 shows mean polarity values in different cities. In general,
polarity value for retweets are higher than original tweets and
mentions. However, there were huge gaps in St. Louis and Tampa.
Mean polarity value is relatively higher than other cities in retweet
of St. Louis and Tampa. In Tampa, this was because of users who

welcomed the Tax bill, but in St. Louis, it was because of limitations
of sentiment analysis. An active user who self-retweeted anti-tax
bill contents many times, but the tweets included ‘good morning’
and was therefore classified as positive. This example reveals the
weakness of the sentiment analysis in public discourse.

5.2 Creating Information Diffusion Social
Networks

Mention networks and retweet networks revealed the actors who
contribute to the information diffusion regarding this issue among
different cities. In mention networks, nodes are high in-degree
Twitter accounts (actors) which means many other users mention
these actors. However, the users may agree or disagree with the
mentioned users. We were able to detect three major groups, which
were President Trump, government channels such as GOP and Re-
publican and Democratic Senators, and media channels such as
The Hill, CNN, New York Times and Fox News. In Figure 4, the
green color represents groups of Republican Senators and the red
color represents media channels. The light purple color represents
President Trump and some government channels.
In a retweet network, nodes are users and their posts are retweeted
many times by other users. The retweet network reveals interesting
patterns that might indicate the characteristics of the city and their
opinion leaders. For example, while people in Washington D.C.
retweeted tweets by diverse political outlets and economic policy
experts (Figure 5), people in New York retweeted tweets mainly
posted by a few Democrat politicians, political TV show hosts, and
columnists (Figure 6). However, in Los Angeles (Figure 7), people
retweeted tweets from Democrat politicians, TV producers, actors,
writers, filmmakers, and activists, which might be associated with
the entertainment industry based in Los Angeles. While Republi-
can politicians were prominently featured in mention networks,
Democrat politicians were mostly featured in retweet networks. In
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Figure 4: Mention network of Los Angeles

Figure 5: Retweet network of Washington D.C.

Figure 6: Retweet network of New York

addition, the retweet network of Washington D.C. featured much
more diverse political outlets and economic policy experts than
New York and Los Angeles. Each city has different news sources,
cultures, and histories, which all shape city culture. These retweet
networks represent each city’s characteristics and/or information
sources, meaning that they potentially shape the views and opinions
of each city’s residents.

Figure 7: Retweet network of Los Angeles

6 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we analyzed Twitter data to understand dynamics
of public discourse with geographical context regarding a certain
issue. By using a case study, 2017 Tax bill issue, we examined major
topics in public discourse and the locality through content analysis
and social network analysis. Our exploratory results show that
analyzing city-level social media data with geographical context
can help us understand public discourse better and identify the
different concerns among different cities.
However, we acknowledge a few limitations. One limitation is that
social media users do not represent the whole population. Many
senior citizens and opinion leaders may not use Twitter as their
key communication channels. The overall social media user group
is biased and therefore, its representation amongst all populations
within a specific geographic research area is not guaranteed. De-
spite the large volume of data generated by social media users, a
specific age range of people and mobile users use social media at
significantly higher rates [28, 32]. Another limitation is the fake
accounts (bots) and fake news in public discourse. In the past few
years, there has been a rise in spam accounts, online trolls, and
bots. These accounts are often engaging in extreme behavior in
attempt to gain a following on Twitter and ultimately, to contam-
inate the platform and to facilitate provocative debates [3, 5]. In
addition, given that fake news is becoming epidemic, applying other
methods to detect and remove these accounts will be necessary to
understand public discourse better.
Among the social media analytic methods used, we found out that
the PMI and retweet social network analysis are the most effective
tools for detecting different topics and identify opinion leaders
among different cities. When we generated traditional word clouds
based on word frequency in each city, they all look similar. They do
not reveal differences between cities since the dominant keywords
are similar between these cities. However, word clouds based on
PMI scores revealed insights that were not revealed in the default
word clouds generated by word frequency. Therefore, PMI is an
effective method to identify the unique keywords in each city and
becomes more useful. Retweet social network analysis is another
valuable tool for city comparison. Since the behavior of ‘retweet’ in
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social media usually implies agreement between the original poster
and the person who retweets the post, it can reveal the opinion
leaders in each city and their support groups. On the other hand,
since our method removed the retweets in the mention networks,
the mentioned social network can only indicate the key players
in the public discourse who are not necessarily opinion leaders.
Mention networks in different cities are more similar compared
to retweet networks. In summary, social media analytic methods
can help us to analyze public discourse with geographical context
effectively.
We presented a series of methods and discussed their advantages
and disadvantages in terms of geographical context at the city level.
Many social media studies only focus on an entire event or country-
level analysis. We believe that each city has its unique voice and
population, and each city should be analyzed separately with a
geographical context.
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